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7 MEILENSTIEFEL 

7 LEAGUEBOOT 

LES BOTTES DE 7 LIEUES 

All the 7leagueboot models are of aeronautical design. The fibreglass springs are really 
tough, able to withstand continuous abuse from the most demanding of users. All 
components have been rigorously developed by Austrian specialists (technicians, 
sports doctors, and physiotherapists), based on the specification contained within the 
original German patent. 

The 7leagueboot adult range is for users weighing between 50 - 120 kg 

3 metres in a single bound, faster 
than an olympic sprinter, bounce 
like a kangaroo, as well as being 
able to view the world from the 
perspective of a giant…   

That’s the 7Leagueboot Pro! 

Top quality Austrian engineering with superior performance! 



70 – 90 kg 50 – 70 kg 

90 – 120 kg 80 – 100 kg 

ÉNERGIE 



 The yellow protection 
that covers the springs is 
4mm thick. That’s 3 to 4 
times thicker than all other 
brands! And if you damage 
it you can repair the chips 
with a hair dryer. 

 Thanks to the durability of the hooves, trekking on 
rough terrain like mountain paths and forests becomes 
one of the many activities open to you! 

 The bearings are made of a combination of stainless 
steel and teflon coated copper, providing a really 
silent, fluid movement. Better still…they require no 
servicing! 

In relation to other brands destined for regular consumer usage, we are talking about 
equipment with significant technical advantages. For example, 
  The centre of gravity has been better positioned to allow you to jump higher using 
considerably less effort.  
  The springs are supple and soft but harden when downward force is applied 
through your heels. This makes them simple to master for absolute beginners and 
more efficient for experienced users.  
  The hooves, being made from an extremely hard-wearing compound normally used 
for racing tyres, are 25% thicker than all other brands. They provide unparalleled grip 
coupled with a significantly long lifespan. 

Choose between the Classic or GT series 
No matter which you decide on, the construction quality, stability, and long lifespan 
remain identical. If you are looking for a superieur level of comfort together with 
increased performance the GT would be your ideal choice.  

If you have never heard of the 7 Leagueboot brand… 



The black plastic mounting block used to hold the knee 
binding system has been replaced by a new slim version 
with all corners rounded off to prevent scratching. Inside 
the block are grooves that bite into the bars preventing 
any possibility of unwanted lateral movement. 

The hoof assembly has also been improved with the 
addition of a preformed rubber support that channels 
the spring into the centre. The result is that the spring 

can no longer rub against the sides of the metal  
hoof thus totally eliminating wear and tear. 

Would you like to be able to put your stilts on in a few 
seconds instead of several minutes?  The new Cobra  
knee binding system  allows you to enter from the 
front and close it effortlessly using velcro in a twin 
layered cross-over configuration.  Cobra’s doubled 
padding will accomodate even the thinnest of calves 
in absolute comfort! 

The GT model is equipped with a spring that’s up to 15% 
more powerful than the Classic version thanks to a new 

manufacturing technique known as APL (Advanced Power 

Layering). This technique is unique to the 7leagueboot 
brand. 



The THERO has been designed for users 
weighing between 20 to 50 kg.  These stilts 
open the doors to fun and excitement for 
children aged 6 years and upwards. 

Thanks to the design of the spring, even  
beginners are able to jump around within  
a matter of minutes and, because there is much less  
effort required to obtain an impressive bounce, your  
child will soon become the neighbourhood "Superman". 

Does he like playing on trampolines or bouncing up and  
down on his mattress?  With a pair of THERO’s on  
the end of his feet your little kangaroo will enjoy a  
mobile trampoline wherever he goes, ready to respond  
to his every desire. We can’t think of a better way to ensure he gets the 
exercise he needs while keeping his mind off those addictive video games! 
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Would you like to improve your safety 
and comfort when jumping while 
retaining that professional look?  
 
Our PRO shoe bindings complete the 
design and change the performance of 
your stilts. Your heels will no longer 
be able to lift and blood circulation in 
your toes won’t be cut off. At last you 
will be able to stay on your stilts all 
day long! 

Here are the knee bindings that  
people practicing this sport are  
yearning for! 
  

Finally, it’s possible to be up and 
jumping in a few seconds while  
enjoying unequalled stability.  

Click on the following links for a demonstration : COBRA - VIPER 

http://www.7leagueboot.fr/en/cobra.html
http://www.7leagueboot.fr/en/viper.html


Power and Endurance 
There are several sports which can harm the 
spinal column.  The opposite applies to a pair 
of 7leagueboot stilts because the springs 
protect the discs by reducing the transmission 
of shocks from ground impact by up to 80%. 
The action of jumping reinforces the dorsal 
muscles which helps to prevent back pain. This 
is precisely why 7leagueboot stilts are regularly 
recommended by  physiotherapists and sports 
scientists.  

Thanks to the high-tech 7leagueboot spring system, there is 
almost no impact to the knees. Your training is therefore easy 
to modulate and possible even for those with prior injuries. 
 
A workout on 7leagueboots will solicit up to 98% of your joints 
and muscles. It’s only when the entire body works in unison 
that you achieve an overall sensation of well-being and 
become capable of high performance. 

Physical training with 7leagueboots 
reduces visible cellulite and helps to 
rejuvenate the skin structure. 

If your goal is to maintain your figure, then 
working out with 7leagueboot stilts is absolutely 
perfect for you. You will burn 5 times more 
calories than you could do with normal jogging. 
Your skin will recover its previous resilience, tight 
and attractive! 

Get Back Your Shape! 



Nordic Walking 

Some of the benefits of Nordic walking on stilts:   

   Causes weight loss, quickly and healthily 

   Significantly increases endurance (VO2 max) 

   Relaxes, strengthens and revitalizes cells 

   Stimulates lymphatic circulation 

   Improves the immune system 

   Strengthens the heart and lungs 

   Builds buttock, thigh, and abdomen muscles 

   Increases calorie consumption up to 20% 

   A feeling of strength and lightness. 

Do you like hiking? 7leagueboot stilts open 
the doors to many a new adventure. Put on 
your 7leagueboots and equip yourself with a 
pair of 'Nordic walking' batons. You're now 
ready to discover some of the most beautiful 
places on Earth while significantly improving 
and maintaining your health. 



http://www.7leagueboot.fr/

